Lunchbox

(1) **buy a ticket to book** your lunchbox
    Place: near the SASIMI2012 registration desk
    Time: 8:00-9:00
    Menu: See below.
    Price: JPY840- (including tax)

(2) exchange the ticket for your lunchbox
    Place: near the SASIMI2012 registration desk
    Time: 11:45-12:45

(3) enjoy your lunchbox
    The Int’l Conf Hall is available for lunch.

**Thu, Mar 8**
*Makunouchi Bento*
with a bottle of Japanese tea
non-vegetarian

**Fri, Mar 9**
*Irodori Bento*
with a bottle of Japanese tea
non-vegetarian

NOTE: The details of the contents may be changed depending on the food market.
(1) Trois Berry (Sweets, Cakes)  (10) AYOYAMA Coffee SHA (Cafe, Snack)
(2) SHINSEI (Taiwanese Restaurant)  (11) KINTARO (Sushi)
(3) Mocomoco (Breads)  (12) Hotel SHIRAGI
KU (Japanese Foods, Western Foods, etc.)
(4) SHINSEN ICHIBA (Supermarket)  (13) SHANTEDORU (Cafe, Cakes)
(5) IMASEI (Eel Restaurant)  (14) SHINANOYA (Japanese Foods)
(6) KAMAEKOU (Sushi)  (15) TOKYO ICHI UDON MOMIJI TEI
(Japanese Noodles)
(7) SHEMAMAN (Cafe, Pasta, Pizza, etc)  (16) SHIKITEI HANAMURA (Japanese Foods)
(8) Joyful  (17) NAKATSU HOURAIKEN
(Western Foods, Japanese Foods, etc.) (Ramen Noodles)
(9) TENMASA (Tempura)  (18) TOYOTSUNE (Japanese Sea Foods)